
Sport and Politics

P I.Politics using sport – 
< A. How does politics use sport?  Parallel to religion in many ways

– In support of conservative values
– Politicians associate themselves with sports figures
– Athletes running for office have a break – e.g. Nebraska football coach ran for

House of Representatives in Nebraska two years ago and won easily. 

< B. Sport and nationalism: e.g. the Olympics, Goodwill games, etc.

– VIDEO: East German Sports (1988) 
– Discussion.  Contrast with U.S. and other countries

< C.  Biased mass media coverage – report of two studies
– 1.  Sabo et al., 1996 – U.S. media

– a. sampling: 
– 340 hours of videotapes from 1990 Goodwill Games, 1991 PanAm, 1992

Olympics, 1993 World Univeristy Games, 1993 World Track & Field
– quota sample of 30 personal interviews with athletes

– opening and closing ceremonies
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– b. results re nationalism:  
– focus on athletes from former Communist bloc countries as cheaters, machine-

like, inhuman, without feelings; Americans as warm, fair, humane
– stated or implied that some nations bring a political agenda; hidden assumption

is that we don't
– doubts raised re state funding of athletes from other countries; no problems of

corporate sponsorship of US atheletes are mentioned
– drug use among Chinese or East German athletes is mentioned; not U.S. 

"Good us" vs. "bad them"
– friendly approach to US athletes:

– 61% first naming vs 41% for others; US athletes more likely to be
interviewed 

– families of US athletes twice as likely to be referred to (31% vs. 15%)

– 2.  Bernstein, 2000 – British, Israeli media
– a. method: 

– samples two British and two Israeli newspapers from April 1 to September 1
1992 (Barcelona Olympics were July 25-August 9)

– 2,405 Olympics-related items were analyzed.  Mostly counts.  Plus interviews
with journalists.  
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<
– b. results: focus on one's own country is not a purely American thing

– overwhelming preponderance of coverage of their own athletes, followed by
Germany, US, Unified team (former USSR athletes).

– Israelis give 21% of coverage to US, compared to 10% for Brits.  Evidence from
interviews that this is fan-driven.  Why do Israelis like us?

– Quote

< 3. Guillen. Another way of looking at the medal counts: an analysis of the
2000 Olympics. 
– a. Medal counts per se and per capita (text has this in abbreviated form)
– b. Regression on per capita medals.  Significant variables

– per capita income 
– size of country
– how democratic is country 
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< D. Sport as a weapon
– 1. Of foreign policy, by governments: boycotts of international

competitions – what are the motives? 
– 2. Of social change

– a. Unofficial – protests by oppressed groups 
– first public use of games for demonstration against oppression at

home: the 1968 Olympics in Mexico City. 

 VIDEO: 1968 Olympics

– 1992 Munich Olympics – "Black September".  Palestinians tried to
showcase their cause; wanted to have over 300 prisoners released. 
Kidnapped 11 Israeli athletes.  Germans stormed airport; all
Israelis, 5 terrorists died

– setting up of "alternative" competitions- e.g. the Gay Games
– b. Official, by governments and  sports associations -example of South

Africa
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P II. Sport using politics – 
< The IOC, national Olympic committees, and individual sports people benefit

from 
– The attention international competitions bring
– The money from TV contracts

<  Possible solutions to excesses of nationalism in the Olympics.  Discussion. 
– Establish two permanent neutral sites for the Games.
– Restrict the events to competition among individuals
– Athletes must represent only themselves
– Revise the opening ceremonies so that athletes enter with ohters in their events.
– Make all athletes eligible for competiton

– Amateur and professional
– All nations, but countries not involved in selection

– Subsidize the cost of the Olympics from revenues generated from spectators’
admissions to regional competitons and the Games themselves, and from TV

– Establish an Oluympic Committee and a secretary-general to prepare for and oversee
the Games.  Selection would be a problem
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< III.  The “Nazi Olympics” of 1936.  Discuss 
< IV. The role of Jewish sport in contemporary Europe

– Historical background: Interwar period
– National teams in Europe routinely included Jewish athletes
– There were Jewish sports associations, which fielded competitive teams 

– Outgrowth of fin-de-siecle “muscular Jewry” movement associated with
Zionism – reaction to Anti-Semitism;  couldn’t join other clubs

– Attempt to “overcome centuries of debilitating ghetto existence”
– e.g. Hakoah in Vienna, Austria

– mission statement:  “To unite the Jewish athletes who had been barred from
other organizations, foster the physical prowess of the collective Jewish
body, and advance a Jewish national consciousness.”

– Won Austrian soccer championship in 1924-5
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– Post-World War II:  Hitler had almost succeeded in eliminating Jews from
many of the countries of Europe
– Bunzl (2000) discusses demographics of Vienna’s Jewish community

– 1960's: Heavliy over 50
– 1980's – influx from Soviet Union, but still only 10,000 Jews in city

of 1 million
– 65% < 50 years old

– Now possibility of sports

– 1990's --> present.  Example of what sports can do for an “outgroup”
(here Jews, but equally for gays, blacks)
– Context: Austria is particularly non-repentent regarding the Holocaust.  In

1986 elected an overtly anti-Semitic government.
– 1995.  SC Macobi Wien founded to offer”Jewish youth the opportunity to

spend their leisure time by pursuing sports in a Jewish environment.”
– 5 soccer teams at various levels, none very high

– Gymnastics, squash, golf.

– Hakoah also revitalized
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– Findings of Bunzl’s ethnographic study
– Why do individuals participate?

– Enjoyment of athletic activities
– Comfort “Here they don’t call it ‘a Jew’ when you kick with your toe”
– Social club “Having fun together is more imortant then winning.”

– Larger sociological functions
– Community strengthening 

– “Everyone can participate, even those who have no talent at all.”
– “There are 11 Jews on one field, that we win together and ... lose together.”

– Combating the image of Jews as effeminate and weak; proclaiming a new,
strong young Jewish identity 

– Asserting the Jewish presence in a country in which being a Jew has long been
difficult and anti-Semitism has been strong

– Asserting Jewish difference; breaking the enforced silience
– Symbolism of the Star of David 

– Once forced to wear it, now proudly display it on their jerseys
– “I am very proud to be part of a Jewish team, a team that is not only made up

of Jews but a team that presents its Jewishness to everyone.”


